
Helping Manufacturers to Improve

Productivity, Quality and Traceability



What Isn't Working?

“Tascus helps us to make our products
easily and with full traceability. We are
now capturing assembly times which is
helping us to streamline our processes.
We have been using this system for
several months and all the time we are
improving our processes to be even
better.”

Przemyslaw Kubicki, Wipac
Technology
 

They are reliant on expensive, expert operators

with vast product knowledge to produce

consistently high-quality products.

Managers get production information too late

when stored on paper, leading to costly delays in

production, delivery and purchasing.

Paper systems are not scalable for high volumes or

a wide product range, so you can't keep your

customers happy as you grow.

Our clients find that paper based manual

manufacturing systems aren't working well because:

 

 

Our Award Wining, user friendly manufacturing

software controls, tracks and documents your

production process with ease.

What We Do

Digital Work Instructions

Save you money by reducing mistakes and

training operators up to 50% quicker. Digital

work instructions ensure that the right

instruction is in front of your operator at the

right time. 

Ensuring Compliance

Digital job cards and product routing ensure

that correct manufacturing processes  are

followed for every product, and that a full

traceable record is created. Clients use this to

make ISO,  AS... , TS.... and customer

compliance much easier.

Reduced Rework

In process quality checks ensure mistakes are

identified immediately and do not progress

forwards. This helps you to save time and

money with reduced rework and scrap. 

Increased Productivity

Production data collection and analytics will

notify you of issues that are impacting your

productivity and highlight what your

opportunities for improvements are.

Improved On Time Delivery

By planning and tracking Work In Progress, you

can see at a glance the status of

manufacturing orders throughout your

business. This ensures that orders are delivered

on time and customers are kept updated.
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